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PMWCL IN CZIGARETIF SMa AND I75 IFPECT Cat CILIA

The Research Staff of the P . La 1 art . Coaparg► became interested in
the study of phenol and phenolic compounds fallowing a aav,ry of compounds
that had been listed as present in cigarette smoke . A number of investigators
had reported the presence of phenols in smoke . More recently, several reports
of methods for its quantitative detezmirtIon have appeared . In 1960 A.' .
Spears of our laboratory aevelopod an accurate quantitative method for the
determination of phenol by using Carbon phenol as .a radioactive tracer .
This method, employing gas ehraaatogfaphy, was both rapid and accurate .
Following this develugmment, a large number of detexa za 4- mum were made of
phenol and associated compounds that were present in ci irette smoke . The
total amount of phenol fond in iu iltered cigarette smoke was about two to
three parts per thousand . Consequently, our research staff decided to
investigate the presence of the phenolic group of compounds in various brands
of cigarettes . There vas a wide variation among brands, dspea83ng, smamg
other things, on ether the brand was filtered or unfiltered, and the
efficiency of the filter employed . The result of this survey showed that in
a leading non-filtered cigarette the phenol content was 2.05 micrograms per
cigarette . In a leading filtered cigarette, it was found to be 35 micrograms
per cigarette, and in our ITT cigarette, 24 micrograms per cigarette .
Fran the preliminary investigations, it was found that about ffi% of
the phenol occurs in the particulate natter, and the r m-i .,i 2C$ is found.
in the gaseous phase of cigarette socks . It was also apparent that certain
filters, such as the one employed on hlr cigarettes, removed more phenol
then could be accounted for by that removed in the particulate matter and that
in the gaseous phase . This was an indication to us that selective filtration
was taking place . Repeated investigations showed that phenol could be
removed selectively . Therefore, the following mechanism was postulated :
The particulate matter of the smoke, similar to other aerosols,
is generated by the con3ensatiou of vapor oamDoneata an a solid
particle as a nucleus . This phenomenon occurs in the formatio n
of rain ops where water vapor condenses an dust particles . In the
barring cigarette, the nucleus is pshbsbly a fragment of non-volatile
matter, such as a carbon particle, trapped in the gas stream .
Compounds in the vapor phase will eoadanse on this nucleus in such a
namner That there will be a gradient distribution of components from
the I. ast to the moat volatile as an moves from the centre to th e
outer boundary of the droplet . Therefore, a volatile oasponent, such a s
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phenol., will be concentrated at the surface of the spherical
particle . This being so, it now becomes possible to rc cvc
the phenol as well as any other similarly volatile comp-curd
cone--rated on the surface of the smoke particle .
With this in mind, we were able, by the addition to the filter of a
special additive that would combine with phenol, to selectivc2 . and
substantially reduce it in cigarette smoke . Materials having tie ability
to do this have been described in a patent application submitto_ by our staff
members . The effectiveness of filters treated with a materia . of this nature
was proven by the fact that amore KENT, with untreated filter, had 21+
micrograms per cigarette, KENT, with treated filter, had only 12 micrograms .
The importance of the reduction of phenol in cigarette smoke to a low
level is indicates by roperts in scientific literature 4escribing the effect of
cigarette smoke on the action of cilia. .
Previc•as to our experimentation with the determination c_ phenol in
cigarette smoke, we and others had been carrying on research ccr:erxing the
action of cigarette smoke on cilia . The test material employed was the
ascp .ages of the frog, in which the rate of movement of mucus is measured by
observing the rate of movement of carbon particles floating on its surface .
Other investigators have studied the effect of cigarette smoke on excised
human respiratory cilia . Their results apparently parallel studies of cilia
aeticn in frogs . In each case, these studies indicate that cigarette smoke
inhibits to a varying degree the action of the cilia .
Cilia, which look like microscopic hairs, are found in a wide variety
of living organists ranging from protozoa, clams and frogs, to the human. being .
These cilia move back and forth in a wavelike motion, and if t`e object to
which they are attached is stationary, their motion will propel the surrounding
medium, which in higher animals is a layer of mucus, over the surface of the
cell s . Thus, any particles trapped in the mucus, or on its s..rface, are moved
along by the action of the cilia .

In the frog, these ciliated cells line the mouth and esc :hagus . Their
puz-,.cse here is to propel particles of food trapped in the covering layer of
mucus into the stomach - a function analogous to the swallowing mechanis m
in higher Ar:saI s . In the human being, moreover, these ciliated cells and
the accomparVing mucus-secreting cells maintain a relatively un=-fora layer of
mucus over the entire Inner surface of the breathing passages, ac. ich serves
as a trap for pollen., dust and other foreign particles carried into the body
with the inhaled air . The ciliated cells constantly move this rucus laye r
thus preventing accumulation of foreign materials in respiratory
sy s-e
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Various materiels, including cigarette smoke, have been reported as
interfering wi='. thLs mechanism . It has been demonstrated that the mucus
flow rate on the excised frog esophagus and in the tracheae of laboratory
animtls can be slowe- or stopped by phenol and various other chemical agents .
A similar effect was repcrted with ordinary cigarette smoke . We have beer.
able to show in our : .aboratory that the effect is not a non-specific response,
as has been previous_y reported, but that it is the result of only certain
chemical agents rater than a phyrical response to arr and all foreign
materials whic'r. mig:. : cDmc in contact with the ciliated tissue .
Through our =sudies of the composition Of cigarette smoke, and our
concurrent cil_s wip ••_, we have been able to establish phenol and phenolic
type compounds as t e factors in cigarette smoke mainly responsible for the
cilia-depressing effect of the smoke . Our data, based on the rate of mucus
flow over an excise_ frog esophagus, shows that the greater the amount of
phenol present in t.e smckc from a giver. cigarette, the greater the reduction
of the mucus yam-=nsp= t . This relationship is clearly established by our
laboratory fir_'ng that the rste of mucks flow is unaffected by the smoke fro m
1T cigarettes wt--:- the new selective "Micrenite" filter . Under the
controlled conk.{ tions of the experiment, the rate of flow of the mucus after
exposure to is exactly the same as the rate of flow when the cilia are
exposed to labcratc-r air, T•hereas the rate of flow of the mucus when exposed
to the smoke cf escc-"-er leading filtered cigarette is approximately 67% slower
and the rate of tier when exgosod to a leading nor.-f filtered cigarette is
approximately 85% s . -wer .
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